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1 FRIDAY 6 SEPTEMBER 2019
18:00 Arrival at Danubius Gelliért Hotel
19:00 Meet & greet at Danubius Gelliért Hotel
19:30 Bureau meeting at the hotel

2 SATURDAY 7 SEPTEMBER 2019
09:00 – 17:00 CIMP scientific session

2.1 WELCOME
By CIMP Acting President (GMC)

1 minute of silence due to the death of our past president Dr. MD Richard Garrison and reminder of the friends of CIMP Bureau.

In Memoriam

Dear President, Dear Friend,
Thanks a lot for your important commitment, and your nice support!
We wish You a good flight to the Pilots’ Paradise.
The CIMP Board

2.2 ROLL CALL OF DELEGATES

- Declaration of conflicts of interest: none
- Persons present:

  1. GMC - Geoff McCarthy (Acting President FAI CIMP, TUE Panel President, USA Delegate)
  2. HL - Henry Lindholm (Vice President FAI CIMP, SWE Delegate)
  3. JK - Juergen Knueueppel (Honorary President FAI CIMP)
  4. MO - Marja Osinga (Vice President FAI CIMP, NED Delegate)
  5. ML - Martti Lepojaervi (Vice President FAI CIMP, FIN Delegate)
  6. SS - Samuel Samuelsson (ISL Delegate)
7. DB - David Bareford (GBR Delegate)
8. OT - Oldrich Truiska (CZE Delegate)
9. BS – Bernhard Schober (AUT Delegate)
10. CC - Christian Husek (AUT Alternate Delegate)
11. JB - Jacques Berlo (by Video Conference, Vice President CIMP FAI, BEL Delegate)
12. MW - Matthew Wilkes (by Video Conference)
13. AJ - Ansa Jordaan (by Video Conference , CMO ICAO)
14. GS - Gregoire Schrago (Secretary, SUI Delegate)

• Apologies:
  1. JG - John Grubbstrom
  2. PS – Peter Saundby
  3. HG – Hiltrud Garthe

2.3 FAI CIMP REPORTS :
Current issues in FAI, new developments in FAI / presentation of WAG 2020 (slides sent by Mrs. Ségolène ROUILLON / FAI) presented by GS

2.4 RECOMMENDATIONS AND ADVICE TO FLIGHT SAFETY IN AIR-SPORTS
• Jacques Berlo (JB): Telecom Presentation on “Safety in Helicopters”
• Goal is to standardize the guidelines in competitions with check lists.
• Jacques Berlo (JB): Telecom Second presentation on “Review of Pharmaceutical Side Effects that produce decrements of performance by pilots”
• Reminder of the pathway of a production of new drug on the market
• Matt Wilkes (MW from UK): Telecom Presentation “Paragliding & Aviation Medicine”
• Review from injuries and accidents in this sport. Physiological studies in link with altitude and safety behaviours.
• Strong safety concept, options Red Bull Air races flights, recommendations to use it as a proactive flight safety concept.
• Ansa Jordaan (AJ): Telecom Conference: “Review of international safety regulations”, answering questions of present CIMP Delegates
• Grégoire Schrago (GS): “Analysis of Human Performance Impairment from Heat
2.5 CLINICAL AVIATION MEDICINE AND REGULATIONS

- Support of physiological considerations of PERLAN Project. Specially for motor engine pilots, we can recommend a better preparation of flight by hot weather

- Gábor Hardicsay (GH invited speaker, Hungary) “Aeromedical history in his country”
  
  - Presentation of clinical cases like LBB in cardiology with different considerations of “fit to fly” ability. One case of schwannoma was treated, and after that “fit to fly” again 10’000 flying hours!

  - General Discussion, Recommendations based on his presentation

2.6 WADA / FAI ANTI-DOPING PROGRAM

- Geoff McCarthy (GMC) Subject: “Transgender cases in FAI sports”.
  
  Referring to the Olympic standards. Study of consequences of implementing rules on different air sports.

- Discussion, Recommendations and Advice: Medical consensus and opinions of FAI CIMP will be presented to the FAI EB.

2.7 FAA AND EASA DEVELOPMENTS

Marja Osinga (MO): Report of EASA Medical Expert Group Meeting

- Present status of the new documents (links will be sent to the group).

- Discussion, Recommendations and Advice

Saturday evening:

19:30 Formal Dinner at local restaurant: Pavillon de Paris

3 SUNDAY 8 SEPTEMBER 2019

09:00 – 13:00 CIMP plenary session

3.1 WELCOME BY ACTING PRESIDENT

3.2 ROLL CALL OF DELEGATES

Apologies: See Above

3.3 REPORT FROM THE ACTING PRESIDENT

Presently, GMC is “Acting President”, because of the death of our elected FAI CIMP President Richard T. Garisson (memorising the past achievements and comradeship).

Problem of the sufficient presence of delegates at the CIMP. Discussions how to make CIMP more efficient. Try more personal contacts with delegates of different countries in conferences like ICASM, AsMA.
Decision discussed to organize the next FAI CIMP meeting in Paris, because of the large combined conference of ICASM, ECAM, AsMA in Paris.

We should invite optional delegates for FAI CIMP to attend this big meeting in Paris 2020.

Reminder: Each NAC should nominate a FAI CIMP delegate, and an alternate delegate.

3.4 NATIONAL REPORTS:


- MO (NED): Problem of implementation of EASA with LAPL. Strong discussion in the Board. We need more data: proposition to collect all the publications of Peter Saundby in order to deliver statistic data. Diabetics with insulin are authorized for LAPL.


- HG & JK (GER): Statistics of accidents

- DB (GBR): Considerations of work with GP and AME’s, with proposition of Med-Class 4

- ML (FIN): National problem of EASA and gliders. Any accidents without fatalities, probably due to improvement of safety

- BS (AUT): special medical meeting, considerations about particular accident in the mountains, implementation of EMPIC in Austria

- SJ (CZE): 66 accidents with 6 fatalities and special considerations in link with this accidents

- HL (SWE): brainstorming about future of aviation and risk of declining community

3.5 MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD IN LAUSANNE, 2018:

No open issues.

3.6 MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES:

None.

3.7 ADVICE: FORMAL APPROVAL OF ANY ADVICE TO THE FAI EXECUTIVE BOARD

- Transgender issue: Follow IOC, additional recommendations will be sent

- Cooperate with AOPA for more suitable aeromedical certifications in air sports

- Letter to EASA on liberalisation of aeromedical standards of sport pilots

- Letter to ICAO on liberalisation of aeromedical standards of sport pilots
3.8 **AERO-MEDICAL CONFERENCES: NATIONAL / INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS**

- Reports from AsMA Conference, AERO, et al.
- INFO: Upcoming Aero-Med Conferences, France 2020 / FAI-CIMP representation

3.9 **ELECTION OF NEW FAI-CIMP OFFICERS:**

- GMC as acting President thanked for the leadership deceased of FAI CIMP President Richard T. Garisson.
- GMC did not stand for election of next CIMP President.
- Nominations for President were requested. Only Marja Osinga was nominated and she accepted (all votes with 8 for, and 1 abstention)
- Confirmation of actual board with McCarthy, Lindholm, Berlo, Knueppel (President of Honour). Lepojärvi resigned. - Schrago was reelected Secretary FAI CIMP.
- (all votes with 8 for, 1 abstention)

3.10 **NOMINATION, CONFIRMATION OF WORKING GROUPS INCLUDING TUE PANEL.**  
McCarthy (Chief), Garthe, Diestel, Berlo, Schrago

3.11 **CIMP PROGRAMME 2019/2020**

- Develop a new standardized format for national report
  - Normalised accident statistics / all 14 air sports
  - Medical and operational issues in country
  - Issues / examples of general / operational interest
  - 1 page only / special template to be developed GMC
- Collect all previous CIMP, EASA, BGA, ESAM, etc comments from Peter Saundby, to develop an actual Expert Opinion from CIMP to the FAI EB Board on specific medical requirements in air sports, for EASA and ICAO
- Planning: Next World Air Games 2022 (MH). Options for a FAI CIMP Symposium
  - FAI / CIMP leadership for planning
  - “Flight Safety” headline may include Aviation Psychology, HF, OPS
  - Coordination with FAI Head Office / include Turkish Flight Surgeons / Rep

3.12 **ANY OTHER BUSINESS**

None
3.13 DATE AND PLACE OF NEXT CIMP MEETING:

- Next CIMP meeting: In Paris after AsMA / ICASM / ECAM congress, from Sunday 27 to Monday 28th September
- General FAI conference: Lausanne

Signed:

Greg Schrago Marja Orsinga
Secretary FAI CIMP President FAI CIMP
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